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E D I TO R I A L

Fingers crossed!
“Another exciting
outcome was the expanse
of the business done
during IMTEX – many of
the leading exhibitors
claimed that they have
sold more than 100
machines at the show”

In India, the Union Budget exercise usually provokes considerable excitement
and curiosity. However, it seems the days when the budgets are associated with bigbang changes are perhaps over. In the current eventful scenario, big-bang Budgets
are not necessary to send the message. In fact, most of the people we interacted
with seem to be not too excited with this year’s Budget, although they have been
quick to point out that the efforts at fiscal consolidation have been commendable.
While the overall policy is broadly in the right direction, it needs to be monitored
and fine-tuned in the course of its implementation quite carefully. Have a look at
the Viewpoint section in this issue to understand the industry leaders’ perspectives
on the impact of the Budget on the manufacturing sector.
Talking about the recently concluded IMTEX 2017, the show this year would
be remembered as a truly international machine tool exhibition, with an increased
participation from foreign companies plus a huge number of visitors coming from all
over the world. Also laud-worthy were the innovative displays and demonstrations
from the Indian & global machine tool & allied industry. The beautifully constructed
booths with an increased focus on product aesthetics were catching the attentions
of visitors. Thrust on getting closer to customers was another noticeable thing of
the show. At most of the booths, offering complete solution as per the customer’s
requirements was given more importance than merely selling products. Another
exciting outcome was the expanse of the business done during the show – many
of the leading exhibitors claimed that they have sold more than 100 machines at
IMTEX. Is this an indication of an end to the slowdown in the manufacturing
business? Lets keep our fingers crossed!
Meanwhile, hope you will enjoy reading this issue!
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Partnership for high-end AM solutions

CAE democratisation in focus at COMSOL Days 2017

Audi recently started a development partnership with EOS, the global
technology and quality leader for high-end Additive Manufacturing (AM)
solutions. The EOS consulting division ‘Additive Minds’ is supporting Audi in
the holistic implementation of this
industrial 3D printing technology
and the development of a
corresponding 3D printing centre
in Ingolstadt. Güngör Kara,
Director, Global Application &
Consulting, explained, “The aim
is not only to supply Audi
EOS is supporting Audi in implementing with the right additive systems
Additive Manufacturing solutions
and
processes,
but
also
support them during applications
development, when building up internal AM knowledge and training their
engineers to become in-house AM experts.” Elaborating further on the
partnership, Dr Stefan Bindl, Team Manager – Innovation Center, Additive
Minds, commented, “Audi was looking for a reliable development partner
and has found that in EOS. We are very happy about that. The close
cooperation concerning application and process development as well as
internal knowledge building makes a significant contribution, which is why
Audi can quickly achieve substantial effects for their own business by
applying our technology.”

COMSOL recently announced the Comsol Days schedule for 2017. The
COMSOL Day events are open to anyone who wants to advance their multiphysics modeling skills and learn how to build custom simulation
apps. The day will
consist of training, talks
by invited speakers,
and the opportunity to
connect with the COMSOL
community. Elaborating
on this, Jeff Hiller,
VP – Sales, COMSOL,
said, “Our mission and
objective is to expand
COMSOL Day events are open to anyone who wants
the access to numerical
to advance their multi-physics modeling skills
simulation to engineers
without any previous
experience using our multi-physics software. To achieve this goal, we have
released the Application Builder tool for COMSOL multi-physics for creating
custom apps and the COMSOL server license for deployment and access
through a web browser or a client.” He further added that the COMSOL Days
directly supports a mission that by bringing new and existing users together for
a day-long event consisting of training, invited talks, and countless opportunities
to exchange ideas with their peers and application specialists from COMSOL.

Grind Master strengthens its position in Europe

Haimer acquires DMG MORI Microset GmbH

Grind Master Group recently announced the acquisition of SPMS Europe. SPMS
and Grind Master are both entrepreneurial ventures with a passion for
machine building, and a
history of breakthrough
innovations to solve
problems in mission
critical operations for
customers. Elaborating
on this alliance, Milind
Kelkar, Chairman & MD,
Grind Master, said, “The
SPMS Europe was recently acquired by Grind Master
alliance strengthens the
position of both partners
with an expanded range of products and services to offer globally. The SPMS
Supramatic range of products including the CMA gearbox superfinishing
machines and DFR deep fillet rolling machines complements the Grind Master
Nanofinish range of microfinishing and superfinishing machines. Grind Master’s
presence in India and China is also complementing the SPMS strong base in
Europe.” Grind Master has turned into a global group of companies with this
acquisition with solid operations in India, China and France and collaboration in
the US. With international product and process development teams, the
company is gearing up to serve the international automotive industry.

Haimer recently announced the acquisition of DMG MORI’s Microset ToolPresetting technology, which complements its existing product portfolio. In
addition to high-precision
tool holders in all popular
interfaces and lengths, the
current
product
portfolio
includes a variety of shrinking
and balancing machines.
Elaborating on this, Claudia
Haimer,
CEO,
Haimer,
The partners are looking forward to the
explained, “Since the company
Microset - Deal and Cooperation agreement
location of Haimer Microset
GmbH with about 35 employees
will remain in Bielefeld, Germany, this will be our second Haimer production
site, including our main headquarters in Igenhausen, Augsburg, Germany. The
Bielefeld facility will be further expanded to become our Northern Germany
sales and marketing hub, where we will be able to present the complete
process chain that surrounds the machine tool to current and prospective
customers. We are looking forward to the long-term development of the new
Haimer facility together with the employees in Bielefeld and an intensified
partnership with DMG MORI.” The cooperation agreement establishes an even
stronger relationship between the two companies with a premium partnership.
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Start-up pioneering in welding simulator receives Rs 8 crore

Italian machine tool industry on the rise

Skillveri recently raised an investment of Rs 8 crores from the Michael
& Susan Dell Foundation, along with Ankur Capital. Pioneers behind
the first welding simulator made in India, Skillveri will leverage
this investment to enable
training of 5,00,000 youth
for well-paying aspirational
manufacturing jobs over the
next five years. It also expects
to expand from its current
manufacturing focus to four
new industries and six
Skillveri will leverage this investment to
geographies in the future.
enable training of 500,000 youth
Speaking on this, Sabarinath
Nair, Founder & CEO, Skillveri,
said, “This investment will enable Skillveri to expand its presence into
new geographies as well as foray into multiple new skill domains, such as
painting, paramedical procedures, jewellery making, where manual
dexterity is valued. Our unique ‘psycho-physics’ driven approach enables
us to develop targeted products across domains through digital dexterity
mapping.” Elaborating further on this initiative, Rahil Rangwala, Director,
Family Economic Stability, Michael & Susan Dell Foundation, said,
“Skillveri simulators provide access to high quality training, giving youth
a head-start to well-paying jobs and meaningful careers.”

UCIMU, recently held the year-end press conference where President
Massimo Carboniero, highlighted that the Italian machine tool, robot and
automation manufacturing industry closed the previous year registering a
plus sign for economic
indicators and is getting
ready for further growth
this year. As evidenced by
the preliminary year's
data processed by the
Studies Dept & Business
Culture of UCIMU, in 2016,
production increased to
5,480
million
euro,
recording a 5% upturn
versus the previous year. Elaborating on this, Massimo Carboniero,
President, UCIMU-SISTEMI PER PRODURRE, said, “The year 2016 was
positive for the Italian machine tool industry, which contributes to the
national GDP for almost 8 billion euro considering, besides the production
of machine tools, also the production of parts, tools and numerical
controls not included in the total Italian machine tools.” He further added
that with production and consumption on the rise, Italy confirms to be
interesting in the international stage, not only for the expertise shown, but
also for its lively demand.

Manufacturing rebounds from demonetisation downturn

PVI 2017 becomes growth engine for plastics industry

According to Nikkei India Manufacturing PMI Index, the Indian manufacturing
output has increased during January 2017 on the back of rising order books.
On the price front, input cost inflation climbed to its highest mark since
August 2014, while output
charges were raised for
the eleventh successive
month. Having deteriorated
in December 2016 for
the first time in one year,
the health of India’s
manufacturing economy
improved in the opening
month of 2017. The
Evidence shows return to normal market conditions factors contributing to the
above-50.0 PMI reading
were growth of both new orders and output. Rates of expansion were only
slight, but reversed the contractions noted in December. Evidence highlighted a
return to normal market conditions and a subsequent improvement in demand.
In contrast to the upturn in total new business, new export orders fell again.
Having eased since previous month, the rate of reduction was marginal. Newlyreleased future output data, which have been collected since April 2012,
showed a pick-up in manufacturers’ confidence during January.

Plastivision India, India’s premier plastics & polymer industry event, recently
concluded on a high note. With over 1,395 exhibitors and 2,00,000 business
visitors, the event was the
country’s largest congregation
of the plastics and polymer
industry. Over 400 exhibitors
from 23 countries showcased
their offerings for Indian buyers.
PVI 2017 had special pavilions
offering products, technologies
and solutions to businesses
with diverse application areas.
The show had a special
Over 1,395 exhibitors participated in
showcase from Uttar Pradesh
Plastivision India 2017
attracting investors to set up
plants in the state. It had a host
of special initiatives – job assistance, MSME clinic, solar solutions and technical
seminars, amongst others. With companies from over 20 countries under one
roof offering their products and partnerships, Plastivision India 2017 gave
impetus to the ‘Make in India’ programme. Speaking on the occasion, Kailash
Murarka, Chairman, Plastivision India 2017, said, “The show has set high
benchmarks. It is a delight to see satisfied exhibitors.”
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IMTMA organises 2nd symposium on
Smart Manufacturing

The theme of the symposium is ‘Evolving the factory of the future’

IMTMA is organising the second edition of ‘Symposium on Smart
Manufacturing’ on February 24-25, 2017, at BIEC Conference Centre in
Bengaluru. This symposium is a combination of technical presentations,
case studies by users, interactive sessions, panel discussions and brain
storming sessions with industry experts. The theme of the symposium is
‘Evolving the factory of the future’.
Participants of the symposium
Industry experts from renowned companies, such as ABB Global, Robert
Bosch Engg, Beumer India, Schunk Intec, Universal Robots, Festo, AMIT,
IFM Electronics, TAL Mnfg, Toyota Kirloskar Auto Parts, Roland Berger and
Ernst & Young, amongst others, will address various facets for successful
adoption of smart manufacturing. ‘Automation Buzz’, a concurrent
exhibition displaying a wide range of automation devices and systems,
software and a host of automation solutions will be displayed
simultaneously in BIEC.
Focus on Smart Manufacturing
Sharing his views on the symposium, Parakramsinh Jadeja, President,
IMTMA, expressed, “Smart manufacturing is an emerging industrial
revolution, which will integrate human intelligence with data and
technology to effectively manage complex business requirements. The

12

symposium will address and understand the real-time application and
benefits of smart manufacturing in the Indian context”.
Other topics covered in the symposium
Additionally, the presentations will cover topics such as overview of smart
manufacturing in the Indian context, manufacturing plant integration as a
first step to Industry 4.0, IIoT of robots, smart & cost-effective automation,
Big Data Analytics, data collection, connected factory, pneumatics on the
network, intelligent clamping & gripping - Industry 4.0 ready, collaborative
robots, IO-link technology as a first step towards smart manufacturing
and smart logistics, amongst others.
The panel discussions will address various aspects of Industry 4.0
relevant to Indian context at the organisational level, infrastructure
considerations, skill sets required, cost implications, etc, and draw up a
roadmap for successful adoption of smart manufacturing.
Participating industry sectors
The symposium will be attended by people from automotive, auto components,
consumer durables, machine tools, tool rooms, aerospace, defence and
railway units, general engineering and other discrete manufacturing industries.
The media partners for this event are EM and A&D India. More info on the event
can be accessed at: www.imtma.in/ssm.
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International Buyer-Seller meet

7
7

7
DMG MORI focuses on digitisation

IMTMA in partnership with EEPC India had organised the international reverse
buyer-seller meet during IMTEX 2017, with an aim of providing a platform
for the Indian machine tool
manufacturers to interact with
international buyers. EEPC India had
invited companies in the machine
tools and accessory segment as
sponsored buyers for the show, who
were keen to explore partnership
with India. About 56 overseas
IMTMA officials address the meet
companies from 19 countries
participated in this event, comprising
of dealers, distributors, and potential buyers. The progress of the discussions
and the deals initiated during the meet will be monitored on a quarterly basis
with feedbacks from the dealers/buyers on the development, challenges, etc.

DMG MORI had a focus on digitisation at IMTEX 2017. The company is
supporting its customers to complete digitisation
with the help of CELOS® app-supported system
and with other intelligent software solutions,
which can be connected seamlessly to one
another. According to Christian Thönes, Chairman
of the company’s executive board, all strategies
for the future at DMG MORI are people-oriented
with the optimum integration of employee
potential, while implementing new approaches,
particularly in the case of the new future trend
towards the smart factory. “India is growing fast
According to Thönes,
in digitisation and we see this as a big opportunity
India is growing fast in
for us. We are looking at an increased focus on
digitisation
localisation in India,” he added.

BFW joins hands with GMTK

Hoffmann Group’s maiden venture

BFW announced that it has partnered with GMTK, a Spain-based manufacturer
of high technology turn-mill centres (horizontal & vertical) at IMTEX 2017.
GMTK serves a wide range of
industries in heavy components
machining by products that adapt to
the intricate needs of the production
processes and through solutions
that are often groundbreaking. A
typical multi-process machining
centre is capable of both rotatingThe announcement at IMTEX
work piece operations (turning) and
rotating tool operations, such as
milling, cross-drilling, tapping, threading, knurling, boring and grooving. This
technology will enable it to develop machines for heavy duty components,
typically being used in energy, defence, process plants, ship building, etc.

Hoffmann Group announced the participation of its Indian-based subsidiary at
IMTEX 2017. The company exhibited the latest innovations of its brand GARANT
and GARANT MasterSteel, including
a new solid carbide end mill, a
universal milling cutter, two carbide
drills, a turning grad and an
innovative 5-axis vice. According to
Dr Robert Blackburn, CEO, Hoffmann
Group, “As manufacturing is
expanding in India, the subcontinent
The company’s participation at IMTEX
has the potential of becoming a
powerhouse and a driving force for
global economic growth.” The company’s offering in India includes the reliable
supply with quality tools for machining, clamping, measuring, grinding and
cutting combined with machining consulting expertise for Indian manufacturers.

Launch of EPIC® SMART Industrial Connectors

Launch of Mastercam 2017

Lapp India launched EPIC® SMART, the industrial rectangular connector at
IMTEX 2017. The connector is designed and manufactured in Asia for the Asian
customers with high performance at
a cost-effective price. It is used for
power and control application in all
industries, ranging from machine
tool, automotive and material
handling to industrial automation.
As per Marc Jarrault, MD, Lapp
India, “EPIC® SMART Industrial
EPIC SMART offers cost-effective price
Connectors have been designed
keeping in mind the demands of the
developing countries, especially India. This is our effort to constantly innovate
and contribute to meet customer requirements. We have chosen IMTEX 2017 to
launch the product as it is most relevant to the machine tool industry.”

Mastercam showcased the latest software Mastercam 2017 at IMTEX 2017. It
introduces a more efficient workflow, improved usability and dynamic motion
improvements that brings a new
suite of programming tools focused
on delivering speed, automation
and efficiency for all machining
jobs. It includes maximum stock
engagement for select 3D high
speed finishing toolpaths, allowing
one to limit how deeply the cutter
Mastercam 2017 at IMTEX
engages uncut material and protect
smaller tools from taking too heavy
of a cut. According to Vineet Seth, MD, Mastercam India, “The team would
increase Mastercam’s overall staffing levels in India in excess of 100 people,
which is a demonstration of CNC software's investment in this market.”
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Presenting titanium machining solutions

Renishaw launches
new products
7

Motul showcased a range of titanium machining solutions during IMTEX 2017.
As per Yatendra Kumar, Business Head – Motul Tech India, “It's difficult to
machine materials such as titanium
and so, we have launched this
global range in India. Approved
by Safran Electronics & Defence,
it is more suitable for machining
titanium and aerospace aluminium.
Not only this, it can also be used for
other turbine blade machining and
very difficult-to-machine alloys.” The Motul booth at IMTEX
Speaking further on how India can
match the global standards, Kumar highlighted that India needs to focus more
on HSE (Health, Safety and Environment) standards, while mentioning that India
is at par globally and is targeting more productive solutions.

Renishaw introduced a range of new metrology and Additive Manufacturing
equipment — RenAM 500M Additive Manufacturing system, XM-60
multi-axis calibrator and REVO-2
5-axis measurement system at
IMTEX 2017. The new products
were announced by Dominic
McAllister, the British Deputy
High Commissioner, Bengaluru. The
new products are designed to meet
the requirements of the advanced
manufacturing sector in India; from Renishaw booth at IMTEX
the need to produce parts with
increasing complexity and tighter tolerances, to the drive to reduce costs, to
increase speed of operation, etc. Also demonstrated was the new MODUS™ 2
metrology software suite, which simplifies the programming of the CMMs.

Showcasing integrated engineering approach

ANCA offers tool measurement system

Siemens showcased an array of integrated digitalisation solutions for the
machine tool industry for the first time in India at IMTEX 2017. The company
is supporting both machine
manufacturers and operators to
become a digital enterprise. It also
demonstrated how the machine tool
industry can respond faster to the
needs of the market, increase their
flexibility and meet customer’s
individual requests efficiently. As
per Ashish Bhat, Country Division The Siemens booth at IMTEX
Lead — Digital Factory, Siemens
India, “In the machine tool space, we focus on three main areas through the
lifecycle of the machine tool, which are build (during production), operate
(during operation) and optimise (of the process/machine tool).

ANCA demonstrated its wide range of CNC tool grinders for the grinding of HSS
and carbide cutting tools during IMTEX 2017. The company highlighted its
LaserPlus measurement system
that provides a new level of
automation and precision to the
grinding process. “The LaserPlus
helps to reduce the rejection and
increase the quality of the tool by
accurately
measuring
tool
geometries,” said Kishore A P,
Country manager – India, ANCA Kishore with linear motor machines
Machine Tools. The company also
showcased its recently launched linear motor machines and robot tool loader
machines. Kishore further noted that ACNA’s latest release of ToolRoom
software includes a variety of new features that boosts productivity.

Chiron showcased integrated robot cells

FFG displayed extensive product lineup

Chiron displayed twin-spindle machining centres along with integrated robot
cells for high-speed machining and heavy cutting during IMTEX 2017. According
to Rajesh Ghashi, Managing Director,
CHIRON India Machine Tools, the
company is supplying flexible
automation and turnkey solutions to
niche customers in the automotive
and aerospace sectors. “We have
showcased high speed vertical
machining centre with integrated
robot cells that saves much time in Ghashi with integrated robot cells
the machining process. The solution
can make one accessible to the complete finished product, right from the raw
materials. We look forward to localise the application to meet the demands of
the Indian market,” said Ghashi.

The Fair Friend Group showcased the versatility to fit German, Swiss, Italian
and Taiwanese brands during IMTEX 2017. The group showcased its capability
in machining process through poster
displays for a large variety of
industries, including aerospace,
railway, die and mould, electronics,
and automotive. Speaking on the
business in Indian market, Joachim
Jackl, Marketing Communications,
FFG Werke GmbH, highlighted that
under MAG India, the group Jackl along with his Indian counterpart
manufactures adaptor plates that
are used for global projects in the automotive industry. He added, “Our main
highlights at IMTEX include bore honing technology, thermal coating for cylinder
bores, turnkey solution for crankshaft production and Industry 4.0 solutions.”
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MachineConnect launched at IMTEX

7
7

7
The next step forward for Vargus

Ace Manufacturing Intelligence Technology, Ace Micromatic group’s software
company, launched MachineConnect on AMS machining centres & MGTL
grinding machines, which is already
active on ACE Designers turning
centres. L Krishnan, CEO, Taegutec
India and A N Chandramouli,
CEO, Starrag India, inaugurated
MachineConnect at IMTEX 2017.
The product helps in driving better
production, machine uptime, by
The dignitaries at AMS stall
acquiring rich, accurate production
data
without
any
operator
involvement, over LAN, directly from the machine control. With this, one can
access machine data from his network, or directly from his mobile. It offers
faster, precise machine maintenance.

At Vargus, a lot of the products displayed in IMTEX 2017 were showcased
for the first time in India. “They are the results of our extensive R&D
work, based on the feedbacks
received from various markets,”
said David Wolfe, VP, Sales
& Marketing, Vargus. Year after
year, Vargus is growing globally,
both in different geographies and
industry segments, informed Harry
Ehrenberg, President, Vargus. At
Vargus delegates at IMTEX
the same time, our footprint in
India as well is becoming stronger,
as we see India as a technically challenging market, he added. “If I look at the
opportunity for our future, it is here in India! And the next step would be to start
manufacturing in India,” he concluded.

TGT showcases solutions to meet industry demand

Suhner showcases RoboTool applications at IMTEX 2017

Tool Grinding Technologies introduced new products at IMTEX 2017, held
recently in Bengaluru. One of the products is a 5-axis tool grinder, which
has two models. Elaborating on this,
Santosh Prabhu, Managing Partner,
TGT Inc, said, “The first model is
called Maxima while the other is
known as Optima. Maxima is a twin
spindle while Optima is a single
spindle machine.” He further shared
that the industry is evolving. “Our own
customers are going for an increased
capacity where minimal operators
are required. We provide solutions
catering to this need with our 3-axis
Prabhu showcasing solution at IMTEX spindle,” he concluded.

Suhner India presented their RoboTool applications this year at IMTEX, held
recently in Bengaluru. This technology
focuses on providing automation of
metal-finishing operations which has
been an industry challenge so far.
Elaborating further on the new
products introduced at the exhibition,
Ashok Kocheril, CEO, Suhner India,
said, “We are also showcasing
the CNC and VMC machine tools
from our Sematic Division.” He further
Kocheril talks of new products at IMTEX recognised the importance of
participating in such exhibitions and
added, “IMTEX has always been a platform for us to make new contacts, renew
existing contacts and build relationships developed during the exhibition.”

ExxonMobil focuses on innovative lubricants

Premac focuses on import substitution model

ExxonMobil had organised a National Manufacturing Symposium during IMTEX
2017 which focused on innovation and lubrication solutions to Make in India.
The company launched small packs
of Mobil Nuto H oil series specially
designed to meet the needs of
SMEs. It demonstrated how the use
of their lubricants can help in
advancing
productivity
and
preserving machinery life cycle.
“IMTEX is an ideal opportunity to
Customer inquiries at IMTEX
address and engage with key
stakeholders from the manufacturing
industry, all at one place as well as be able to showcase our specialty offerings
which can benefit customers at large,” said Imtiaz Ahmed, Asia Pacific Mobil
SHC Brand Manager, ExxonMobil Lubricants.

Premac Tools had its major focus on import substitution model in fixture
manufacturing during IMTEX 2017. The company along with its hydraulic
division, CLASYS has launched
seven new products including
clamping vise and different variants
of hydraulic cylinders. According to
Vishak Mani, Director, Premac Tools,
the company developed these
products as an application basis for
machine tool builders. “Our focus is
Mani with fixturing solutions
primarily on the clamping modules
that are incorporated in the
machining centres for the automotive sector. Compared to the imported models
of countries such as Germany and Taiwan, we provide solutions that enhance
the shop floor productivity at a reduced clamping cost,” added Mani.
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“A promising growth in the aerospace sector”
..says Carlos Gazio, Managing Director—South-East Asia, GF Machining. In an interaction
with Megha Roy, he briefs about the latest acquisition from GF Machining, while highlighting
the company’s focus on milling operations for the Indian market. Excerpts…
Can you highlight the new products and technologies launched
during IMTEX 2017?
We have introduced the MILL P 900 vertical and 3-axis milling
machines that deliver a higher range of quality, productivity and
efficiency, especially for the die & mould manufacturers and
precise part producers. The Mikron MILL
P 900 is especially beneficial in the growing
die & mould market segments, such as
automotive, home appliances, information
and communications technology (ICT)
and consumer goods in the production of
light to heavy die & mould applications.
It also has superior automation and chip
management for better productivity levels.
Brief us on the major trends in your
industry sector in the upcoming years,
in terms of technology development,
market requirements, product lifecycle,
collaborative manufacturing, etc.
We have been witnessing a constant
growth in the aerospace sector. The
industry is stable and demands a high
productivity and reliability rate. In fact, keeping in mind the
rapid pace in this sector, we expect a double growth rate in the
coming 10 years. In addition, we have a strong base for the die
& mould market as well as medical appliances.
More so in the medical industry, there has been a trend
towards generating nano and micro machines. This allows
space for more precision and accurate machinery and
machine parts. Apart from this, there is also a growing rise
in the wire cut and milling operations. As far as the Indian
market is concerned, we are more focussed to our company’s
milling operations.
How has your company coped with the rapid pace of digitalisation
and Industry 4.0 in the manufacturing sector?
Today, the manufacturing industry is entering the era of
digitalisation swiftly. In fact, smart machines have become an
enabler to choose the right strategy at the right time with the
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right people. This entire concept has helped the industry to
find good operators and avoid errors during the machining
and production process. Also, automation is applied for
handling of data and, thereby, provides a data management
solution. Under the rConnect solution from GF Machining,
this machine tool diagnostic solution
provides modular digital services to
improve machine availability, increase
flexibility and provide communication
between machines and robots.
In the manufacturing industry, it has
become a prime concern today to find
the right manpower at work. As such,
smart machines make the task of training
employees easy and in addition provide
modular solutions for handling data at
various ends.
Can you brief us on your company’s latest
technical collaboration and acquisitions?
GF Machining has recently acquired
Microlution Inc, a Chicago-based
developer of micro-machining solutions
incorporating milling and laser technologies. This acquisition
complements our business strategy to enlarge the advanced
technology so as to cater to the needs of manufacturers, in
segments like aerospace and medical. One of the dominant trend
witnessed here is micro-machining.
How do you plan to expand your company’s market presence in
the Indian market? What are your company’s future plans for the
Indian market?
As far as our company is concerned, the success we achieve in the
south-east Asian market largely depends on India. In terms of
verticals, we have quite established ourselves in the EDM market.
This has become a challenge for us and now we are more focussed
on milling operations for the Indian market.
We consider India as one of the top markets in the global
industry today and foresee a major growth potential in the Indian
market. ☐
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“Focused approach with automobile sector”
Gautam Ahuja, Managing Director, Dormer Pramet, in this interview with Suchi Adhikari,
discusses the upcoming aerospace sector in the Indian manufacturing industry
and the key role it will play in driving the demand for cutting tools...
What is the impact of the ‘Make in India’ initiative on the Indian
manufacturing sector? How is your company strategising its
plan for manufacturing activities in India?
The initiative taken by our Hon’ble Prime Minister, Narendra
Modi, is very good. However, it will take time to see the realtime impact at the ground level. It is
a process of a three to four year cycle
for a global MNC or company where
it finalises its plans to set up a plant in
India, which includes buying the land,
bringing in the machinery required for
operations and employ people. Only
then can it start its production. So, the
impact will only be seen in 2018 or 2019
when more companies will come up
with their production facilities and India
will generate a lot of employment. Once
production levels are high, cutting tools
will also be in demand then.
We are part of the Sandvik Group,
which has two plants for the machining
division, based out of Pune. This gives us
the flexibility to manufacture our products
in India as well.
Brief us on the major trends in your industry sector in the
upcoming years, in terms of technology development, market
requirements, product lifecycle, collaborative manufacturing, etc.
The industry is moving towards aerospace manufacturing
and India will become a big hub for aerospace manufacturing
although, currently, very few plants are there. But a lot of
big companies are coming into this segment. So, in the near
future, the aerospace sector will be the key driver for cutting
tools. Our company is investing a lot and research is going
on to develop new products which will cater to the demand
for specific products for materials which are used in the
aerospace industry, which are difficult to machine.
How do you plan to align your company’s Vision 2020 strategy
with these trends?
We are already coming out with new products which cater
specifically to the upcoming aerospace segment within the Indian
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manufacturing sector. Some of these products have already been
delivered in the market. This is one of our major thrust areas.
How has your company coped with the rapid pace of
digitalisation and Industry 4.0 in the manufacturing sector?
Industry 4.0 is the latest buzzword in
the industry. It basically means that
everything will be digitalised. For us, in
the cutting tools segment, it means that
some tools, like the boring tool, needs
some pre-setting. So, customers can now
download an app and they will be able to
set the tool through their mobile. This is
what we are working on.
How do you plan to expand your
company’s market presence in the Indian
market? What are your company’s future
plans for the Indian market?
We are working on increasing our market
share in the Indian market. We have a
focused approach with the automobile
sector and are also developing new
products for the aerospace industry. Dormer and Pramet are
very strong in certain segments. Dormer is into rotating tools
where we have a full range from HSS to solid carbide. Pramet
is into indexibles where we have milling cutters, grooving tools,
etc. So, full synergy is present between Dormer and Pramet and
we are going all out in the market.
We believe that manufacturing will come to India. We
already have two plants with Sandvik Group in Pune. Once we
generate a critical mass of volume, those products will be shifted
to India and India will also gain in the manufacturing sector.
This year, you are visiting IMTEX but your company is not an
exhibitor at IMTEX. What is the reason for this?
We are not participating in IMTEX this year. The only reason
is that the costs are quite high to participate in IMTEX. The
economy is not doing well, so a lot of our competitors have also
not participated this time. However, Dormer Pramet is doing
very well in terms of growth and we are one of the highest
growing companies in the cutting tools segment. ☐
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Union Budget 2017: Industry impact
In the past couple of years, the Government seems to be focusing on building a long-term
growth plan for the manufacturing sector by strengthening rural economy and infrastructure
investment. The recently proposed Union Budget 2017 highlighted this development, thereby,
boosting the 'Make in India' initiative of the Government. The feature outlines views from
industry stalwarts on the implication of budget in the manufacturing sector. A read on…
“Boost for machine tool industry”

Parakramsinh G Jadeja,
President, IMTMA &
CMD, Jyoti CNC Automation

The industry welcomes the ministry’s move to step up allocation for capital expenditure by 25.4% as
against the year before and control fiscal deficit at 3.2% of the GDP for FY18, while going ahead with
the planned development. The revenue deficit for the next year is pegged at 1.9% as against the 2%
mandated by the FRBM (Fiscal Responsibility and Budget Management) Act. Vibrant manufacturing
is critical for the country’s growth. The incentives given in the budget are an initial step. The sops
will take some time to trickle down to the end users resulting in demand for goods and services.
However, with the momentum given by this budget, the machine tool industry will pick itself up
and traverse on the right track.
The reduction in income tax to 25% is a positive step towards development of the MSME sector
and enhances their production capacities. The machine tool industry is the backbone of MSMEs.
The Indian machine tool industry has around 1000 units engaged in the production of machine
tools, accessories/attachments, subsystems and parts. Of these, around 25 in the large scale sector
account for about 70% of the turnover and the rest are in the MSME sector and this sector stands to
benefit a lot from this budget. The ministry’s move, therefore, will eventually give an uptick for the
machine tool industry business.
The customs duty reduction from 7.5% to 2.5% on three critical components (CNC systems, ball
screws and linear motion guides) has been extended to all CNC machine tools under HSS code 8456
to 8463. This will have a direct bearing on the machine tool industry and enhance its development.
The increase in budget outlay for defence sector will leave the country with more funds for
modernisation and create rooms for investments in the defence sector.

“Development of MSME sector”

V Anbu,
Director General,
IMTMA
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The budget offers stability and opportunities for India’s manufacturing sector and its machine
tool industry. The growth tonic for MSMEs, such as 5% reduction in income tax, longer carry
forward of minimum alternate tax credit and 3 year tax exemption for start-ups, doubling the
lending rate under MUDRA Yojana, etc, will ease the doing of business and create jobs. The
reduction in income tax to 25% is a positive step for development of the MSME sector and this
will enhance their production capacities. The Indian machine tool industry has around 1000
units engaged in the production of machine tools, accessories/attachments, subsystems and
parts. Of these, around 25 in the large scale sector account for about 70% of the turnover and
the rest are in the MSME sector and this sector stands to benefit a lot from this budget. The
ministry’s move, therefore, will eventually give an uptick for the machine tool industry business.
The setting up of the next phase of ‘Skill Strengthening for Industrial Value Enhancement’
(STRIVE) at a proposed budget of Rs 2,200 cr in 2017-18 and 100 India International Skill
Centres across the country will ensure availability of skilled manpower for the industry.
The increase in budget outlay for defence, infrastructure development, especially for roads,
railways and affordable housing for the poor would enhance demand for construction equipment
and other capital goods and indirectly boost the requirement for machine tool manufacturing.
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“Rapid pace for economy”
The industry welcomes the cut in personal and corporate income tax rates. The economic
reform agenda continues at a rapid pace, with abolishing of FIPB and move for time-bound
listing of CPSEs. The budget focuses on measures to increase transparency with a broad strategy
to put in place the mechanisms and institutions for the future of the country, including
digitalisation and formalisation of the economy.
Adherence to the fiscal prudence imperatives will lay the foundation for long-term growth
and CII appreciates this commitment. The key measure of slashing the corporate income tax
for companies with a turnover of less than Rs 50 crores at one go from 30% to 25%, covering
96% of all companies is greatly welcomed. This is in line with CII’s recommendation to bring
down the corporate income tax rate to build the competitiveness of the Indian economy as
per comparator countries.
The significant increase in infrastructure investments by 16% to Rs 3.96 lakh crores would
create demand for upstream and downstream sectors. It would also generate new employment
opportunities, especially through high spending in transport infrastructure pegged at Rs 2.4
lakh crores. For the first time, the railway budget was merged with the general budget,
opening up the route for a coordinated multi-modal transport strategy for the country.

Dr Naushad Forbes,
President, CII &
Co-Chairman, Forbes Marshall

“Growing demand for vehicles”
The budget gives an adequate focus to development of the rural and social sector, as well as, to the
industry and infrastructure. The emphasis on strengthening the rural economy will lead to positive
impact on demand for vehicles and farm equipment. ACMA also welcomes the reduction in
corporate tax on MSMEs giving them the much-needed encouragement and relief; over 70% of the
companies engaged in the auto component sector are small and medium enterprises. Further, with
growing content of electronics in vehicles, most of which is imported, it is encouraging to note that
the budget has an increased allocation of Rs 745 crores for electronics manufacturing.
Further, we are happy to note that GST is taking a concrete shape. We do hope that the
components, an intermediary industry, will attract a moderate rate of tax as higher rate will adversely
impact the industry, especially the aftermarket.

Rattan Kapur,
President, ACMA &
CMD, Mark Exhaust Systems

“Towards a clean India”
It is a pragmatic budget. Overall this Union Budget is very positive in some areas. One of
them is the focus on the rural economy. Next is the focus on enhanced infrastructure spending
followed by a focus on job creation due to employment generated by SMEs who do get some tax
breaks. The conscious thrust on empowering the rural population, women, poor and the
underprivileged and youth reflects the inclusive nature of the budget. This budget takes a step
ahead towards a clean India, which implies stringent compliance and is better for all citizens.

Sudhir Mehta,
Chairman, CII Western Region
CMD, Pinnacle Industries
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“Opportunities for growth to rebound auto industry”

Vinod K Dasari,
President, SIAM &
Managing Director,
Ashok Leyland

The budget has a lot of positives for the automotive industry. SIAM expects the growth in auto
industry to rebound to the pre-demonetisation level through revival of the rural market and
substantial increase in expenditure on infrastructure, which are two key factors responsible for
the recent growth of the industry.
The decrease in corporate tax rate for MSME will give relief to the tier-2 and tier-3
automobile component manufacturers and help them make investment for future expansion.
Also, the reduction in personal income tax at the lower level will cheer the market and improve
sentiments, boosting personal consumption expenditure, which should be helpful in enhancing
demand for two-wheelers and small passenger vehicles. However, automobile sale depends on
bank finance and there is an urgent need for recapitalisation of banks, which cannot be
adequately addressed with only Rs 10,000 budgetary support.
Further disappointment is that auto industry’s request for the incentive based fleet
modernisation scheme has again not found support in the budget. Moreover, there was a genuine
case for continuation of 200% weighted deduction on R&D expenses for auto industry, which
remained unacknowledged in budget proposals. The satisfaction is that Rs 175 crores has been
allocated towards funding of the electric & hybrid vehicle program, through FAME scheme.
The budget addressed one of the key concerns of SIAM regarding the payment of TCS on
sale of motor vehicles of the value exceeding ten lakh rupees to a public-sector company, which
is engaged in the business of carrying passengers. As suggested by SIAM, the R&D Cess on
import of technology has been abolished and the scope of domestic transfer pricing provisions
has been restricted to reduce compliance burden.

“Focus on MSME sector”
The 2017 budget is consistent with the long-term policy direction. The focus on MSME sector
and reduction of tax burden on them is a very concrete step to boost this sector's competitiveness.
The government’s focus towards boosting the rural economy is also a very good step towards
boosting the long-term economic gains. The budget focuses on the country’s inherent strengths
to realise the potential of our demography and demand.

Shishir Joshipura,
MD & Country Manager,
SKF India

“Creating employment opportunities”
Reducing the corporate income tax to 25% for MSME having revenues up to Rs 50 crores will
help this sector which is under challenging pressure to grow. Reducing the IT slab from 10% to
5% for income up to Rs 5 lakhs and simplifying the IT return form for them to one page is a
relief to those people.
Increase in expenditure in infrastructure projects will boost growth and will create more
employment which government is aiming to achieve. Encouraging digital and cheque payments
and restriction on cash payments beyond Rs 3 lakhs will help curb black money. Restricting
the cash payments to political parties to only up to Rs 2000 will bring more transparency.

Vikas Khanvelkar,
Managing Director,
DesignTech Systems
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“Growth engine for robotic companies”

Pradeep David,
General Manager—India,
Universal Robots

With efforts on to make India an electronics manufacturing hub, the Government announced
in the budget that the total investment in the sector has now reached Rs 1,20,000 crore.
Investment in the electronics sector is sure to trigger an inspection and assembly related
market for robots.
The growth of the global industrial robotics market is driven by many factors, of which the
need to reduce manufacturing cost in industries is one of the main drivers. Industrial robotics
aids companies in reducing the cost due to product failure and product wastage. An increase
in the outsourcing of manufacturing activities to low-cost countries, especially in the APAC
region, is another driver. Many large global firms are outsourcing product development to
low-cost destinations to reduce manufacturing costs. Robotics in India has already made
significant inroads in electronics assembly in the recent past. Industrial robots are on the verge
of revolutionising manufacturing. The Union Budget 2017 announcement will be a powerful
growth engine for robotic companies. Apart from the investment, the Government has
announced in electronics, we would have liked to see some incentives for manufactures in
their need to embrace automation and robotics to improve productivity & quality.
As legions of robots and other automation technologies find their ways into production
facilities and distribution centres - as well as through supply chains - manufacturers will
grapple with an advanced level of participation of human and machine. Indeed, manufacturers
could be looking at an awkward period of systemic human-resource change as they introduce
robots to more varied manufacturing tasks, and as they call for greater human-machine
collaboration. The CAGR of the global collaborative robot market is slated to be in the range
of a phenomenal 60% over the next 5 years.
The Union Budget 2017 will certainly give a positive impact to robotics companies in India
as the Government is committed to ensuring conducive labour environment / legislative
reform to simplify labour laws.

“Shaping a modern Indian economy”

Shailesh Sheth,
Chairman,
Programmes Committee –
IMTMA
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India’s Union Budget 2017 was unveiled amidst great expectations, coming after the disruptive
process of demonetisation. Jury is still out on whether it was good or bad. Criticisms were put
forward, tongue in cheek, to make a case for budgetary concessions. There were no universal
concessions. People look into the budget for individual benefit. What is in it for me? Someone said
that it lacks vision. Well, the budget lays foundations of a modern economy of tomorrow which is
inclusive, developmental and growth oriented. To me, this is the Vision.
India will race forward on the path to a digital economy faster than any other nation. The budget
promises 2500 crore digital transactions, 30 lakh Aadhaar enabled PoS machines, 150,000 gram
panchayats to get broadband, initiatives on telecom and hardware to support digitisation, scrapping
FIPB to permit most investments through parent ministries.
The combined effects of the 7th Pay Commission, OROP Payouts, 10 lakh crore for rural credit,
enhancement of MNREGA and NABARD funds, construction of one crore affordable houses,
20,000 km of roads, 100% rural electrification, 3.96 lakh crore allocation for infrastructure and 5%
reduction in Income Tax of lower income groups and MSMEs – all will mean a substantive drive to
enhance consumption. Domestic consumption driven growth is thus imminent. The keel for a
modern Indian economy is laid. I am sure of bolder moves from the government in weeks and
months ahead. Start the countdown.
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“Ease of doing business”
The good news about the budget is that there were no surprises. In terms of infrastructure,
some allocations and indirect stimulus have been promised but no specific initiatives have
been mentioned. Even in skill development, nothing specific or concrete has been addressed.
The implementation of the last budget initiatives expected to get better. A feeble attempt has
been attempted in ease of doing business and corporate taxation. Going ahead, there may not
be any significant thrust. At the same time, there has been no negative or untoward impact
either. The good part for manufacturers of machine tools is that some duty structure
rationalisation has happened. Additionally, with the GST coming in, the impact that budgets
had may not be of significance any longer.

TK Ramesh,
CEO,
Micromatic Machine Tools

“Renewed impetus to manufacturing”
Definitely a positive budget giving relive to small scale industries and lower income group.
Budget 2017 provides renewed impetus to manufacturing and ‘Make in India’ initiative. It
continues to place emphasis on infrastructure development with an increased outlay of INR
3,961 billion, which will subsequently provide necessary impetus to all the allied industries
and create demand. Another key highlight was the government’s continuing effort to curb
black money and corruption with the reform introduced in the area of political funding.

Farrokh Cooper,
CMD,
Cooper Corporation

“Government needs to invest in infrastructure”

Dr Wilfried G Aulbur,
Managing Partner—India,
Roland Berger
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The Union Budget 2017 comes at a time when the overall economic environment is uncertain.
Elections in the UK and the US have led to a revival of protectionism and nationalism that threatens
to throttle global free trade in goods and services. Increasing policy rates in the US will strengthen
the US dollar and move capital away from emerging markets that desperately need fund flows to
drive development. Windfall profits from commodities, especially crude oil, may not be available to
the government going forward due to volatility in commodity markets. De-monetisation has hit
especially farmers and low-income groups hard.
In such a challenging economic environment, ensuring stability, consumer confidence and
driving consumption are the key tasks at hand. The best way to drive consumption is to create jobs
and to focus on sectors that have the potential to employ a large number of unskilled workers.
Hence the budget's focus on textiles, leather, construction and tourism is laudable as is the support
for farmers and low-income households. Rural housing is an area where the opportunity for
employing semi-skilled workers is massive. Once consumption picks up and factories see capacity
utilisation levels beyond 80%, private investment will return and kickstart a cycle of investment and
development.
Until that happens, the government needs to invest in infrastructure, a responsibility clearly
reflected in the budget, be it via investments in road construction, railways, shipping or other large
infrastructure projects. These investments will build the infrastructure of the future and also drive
different sub-sectors of manufacturing such as steel, cement, construction materials, etc.
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Keeping pace with changing global
manufacturing landscape
As the digital and physical worlds of manufacturing converge,
advanced technologies have become even more essential for
manufacturers and their wider competitiveness. The article
provides an analysis explaining why manufacturers will need
robust data analytics capabilities and at the same time focus on
developing the internal culture to drive transformation.
Whilst manufacturing earnings and exports continue to
stimulate economic prosperity, the nations that are at the top
of the global manufacturing landscape are changing. To stave
off the competition, those countries – such as Germany, the
UK and the US – with a historical manufacturing legacy, are
needing to invest in high-tech infrastructure and education
to keep ahead of the pack.

Keeping smart
A recent Deloitte Global Manufacturing Competitiveness
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Anish Kanaran,
Channel Director,
Epicor Software - Middle East,
Africa & India

Index showed that the traditional manufacturing hubs are
continuing to dominate the manufacturing landscape.
Whilst these countries, on the whole, are expected to hold
their own in the top ten over the next five years, it expects
Asia Pacific nations such as India, Vietnam, Malaysia and
Indonesia to make great strides by 2020. Deloitte puts this
increased market competitiveness down to their low-labour
costs, agile manufacturing methods, demographic trends
and market growth.
The report also highlights that smart factories in the US,
Japan and Europe, as well as Industry 4.0 initiatives, will need
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to play a decisive role to ensure that they keep ahead of the
emerging global competition from the East in the future.

Need for digital transformation
According to another report from PwC, Industry 4.0
initiatives, undergoing a digital transformation to remain
competitive, will add, on average, 2.9% to revenues and
contribute a 3.6% cost reduction per annum over the next five
years. First movers who combine high investment levels with
advanced digitisation are set to achieve even more dramatic
gains. To succeed, manufacturers, especially older
manufacturing businesses, will need robust data analytics
capabilities and need to focus on developing the internal
culture to drive transformation.
However, it’s interesting to compare the industry attitudes
of business leaders throughout the globe with regards to the
risks and opportunities of business growth. A recent Epicor
study found that whilst 41% of executives in India cite
technology as an important factor in helping business growth
in the past twelve months, only 29% in the UK and 12% in
Sweden thought the same. When asked what factors promote
the growth of medium-sized companies in particular,
technology leadership was higher, with 46% among respondents
from India, 38% in the UK and 25% in Sweden agreeing.

third of respondents (32%) citing a skilled workforce as being
imperative, perhaps due to the UK having such a shortage of
skilled engineers.
However, 63% of respondents from the UK conceded that
technology was the best way to compensate for the shortage,
compared to 51% of respondents from Germany, and only
22% of respondents from Sweden.
When it comes to using technology in order to free
employees from mundane tasks, there was agreement, with
76% of China, 78% of India and two thirds (66%) of UK
business leaders agreeing it was important.

Keeping ahead of pack

There is no doubt that continuing to embrace technology
will play a significant role in the manufacturing sector. Digitally
transforming the production processes can lower costs,
accelerate enablement and ensure that a manufacturer is able to
fend off the competition. Global competitors, especially new
market entrants, are gaining ground due to their own investment
of technology; and by their very nature, they are often more
agile and able to respond to changing market demands quickly.
Yet, it is important that manufacturers not only focus on
the digital transformation of the production process, but also
understand the importance of access to real-time data. With
ERP (enterprise resource planning), manufacturers can think
about their businesses from a fresh perspective, focus on core
A potential skills gap
growth activities and drive efficiencies.
In tandem with technology, a skilled workforce is,
According to Nick Castellina, Vice President & Principal
according to the same Deloitte study as above, the most Analyst, Aberdeen Group, “Top performers must select a
significant factor in aiding competitiveness in the solution that can combat manufacturing pressures and
manufacturing industry. In fact, the recruitment, development emulate a modern technology environment. This means
and retention of staff is just as important as adopting new selecting functional, collaborative solutions that support realcollaboration models across an organisation.
time decision-making, agility, and collaboration through
There was more agreement from respondents to the Epicor capabilities, such as mobility and analytics. Indeed, topsurvey when it came to the importance of a skilled workforce performing manufacturers select user-friendly, but powerful,
to drive business growth. 52% of decision-makers from solutions that enable users to easily access the information
Germany, 52% in India and 48% in Australia all agreed in its they need, and convert that information to actions and smart
importance. The UK was the only real anomaly, with only a decisions that enable growth.” ☐
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SYNCHRONISING PRODUCTION PROCESSES
Creating demand-driven factory of the future

Machine

Inventory

Actionable
Information

Supplier
Customer
Using demand-driven principles and synchronised
systems, manufacturers have learnt to reach new levels of
communication, growth and customer responsiveness.
Every forward-thinking manufacturing environment is
somewhere on the path towards becoming more
synchronised and demand-driven. The feature discusses
how technology will connect enterprises and create
demand-driven factory of the future.
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Every forward-thinking manufacturing environment
is somewhere on the path toward becoming more
synchronised and demand-driven

Production has stopped and no one is scurrying around
to take care of the flashing red lights. An event that at one
time would have caused serious downtime is now only a blip,
thanks to the evolution of manufacturing technology. Today,
the appropriate employees would be instantly notified of the
outage and the problem quickly fixed because the factory is
digitised and connected in real-time. Everyone - management,
maintenance, production, planning, scheduling and more –
have visibility into the production process because they are
all on a single, synchronised platform.
In an afternoon continuous improvement (CI) meeting,
some team members are clustered around a large flat screen
—while others are accessing the same information on their
smart phones miles away. The entire team comes to an
agreement quickly because all of the facts are visualised.
Enabling this is technology based on proven, demanddriven methodologies that encompasses the best of Lean,
Six Sigma, and Theory of Constraints (TOC) principles.
Enterprise, system and machine-level data is transformed
into actionable information — making this CI meeting
more collaborative and effective.
The following section examines the evolution towards
becoming demand-driven—why more manufacturers are
adopting this approach and how it changes the metrics measured;
the way processes and teams are managed to be successful by
providing an overview of some conditions and technologies
driving the demand-driven manufacturing movement.

The era of digital connectivity
We define demand-driven manufacturing as a process
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that incorporates the best of Lean, TOC and Six Sigma
principles. It describes production that is based on actual
customer demand with the aim to synchronise everything
(workforce, method, materials, machines, and information)
in order to drive flow. This process is accelerated by
technology that automates, digitises data and connects
every function within the demand-driven organisation and
to every layer of the supply chain.
The Industrial Internet of Things: The Internet of
Things refers to connectivity between products and systems
across nearly every aspect of life. This concept within the
manufacturing industry is referred to as ‘The Industrial
Internet of Things (IIoT)’. For manufacturers, this is the
ability to collect, analyse and share data about materials,
machines and processes in the production environment, in
real-time. The power of this level of information is
unquestionable. As such, the IIoT will bring exponential
value to those companies who know how to use it.
According to a recent McKinsey Global Institute report,
the Internet of Things has the potential to unleash as much
as $6.2 trillion in new global economic value annually by
2025. McKinsey also projects that 80 to 100% of all
manufacturers will be using IoT applications by then,
leading to a potential economic impact of as much as $2.3
trillion for the global manufacturing industry alone.
Manufacturing equipment, products and planning and
execution systems are more connected, allowing the people
that use them to see what is really going on as it happens. The
synchronised factory enabled by the IIoT is able to visualise
and effectively overcome obstacles and bottlenecks that once
prevented them from responding to their true priorities.
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Manufacturing equipment, products and
planning and execution systems are more
connected, allowing the people that use them
to see what is really going on as it happens

The Industrial Internet of Things has been heralded as a
way to improve operational efficiency (effectiveness). But
in today’s environment, companies can also use it as a tool
for finding new - and unexpected – growth opportunities.
Successful companies will use the Industrial Internet of
Things to capture new growth through three approaches:
boost revenues by increasing production and creating new
hybrid business models, exploit intelligent technologies to
fuel innovation, and transform their workforce.

Connect, collaborate, compete
Research has shown that connected factories use this
new intelligence to become more demand driven, and thus
increase their competitive advantage. They pull together
machine-level, inventory management, supplier and
customer data – and transform it into actionable
information. This information provides a big-picture view
that identifies disruptions in real-time, coordinates a fast
and effective response, and logs the cause and impact to
direct your continuous improvement efforts.
In manufacturing environments, this level of
synchronisation and integration allows teams to see
information as it happens. They can:
• Collect tag and sensor data from machines, conveyor
belts, HMI screens and Environment Management
Systems (EMS);
• Collect transactions from RFID tags and capture business
application information in a contextualised historian;
• Analyse this granular data to pinpoint causes of production
variability, quality problems or wasted opportunities;
• Use the data to support operator and resource metrics;
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• Create a work-cell information board to support gemba
walks, plant-wide KPIs, and plant, business unit, and
corporate gold standards.
The key is that this core data is automatically collected
and used to evaluate and support decisions at all levels of
the organisation. No more working from different data sets
or pulling data from disparate business applications,
spreadsheets and databases. Everyone is working from the
same real-time information which, depending on their
system, they can visualise in a number of different ways.
According to Aberdeen Research, one of the keys to a
successful Lean operation is getting the baseline data and
then tracking improvements. A good strategy can accelerate
Lean’s impact through:
• Improved access to data
• Self-service analytical tools
• Alerting to out-of-control conditions
• Management tracking tools for prioritisation of projects
Demand-driven factories can deliver on-time orders more
reliably and gain capacity to meet future customer needs. As
information is gathered by the software and placed in front of
the people who need to act—they become more empowered
and informed to improve the way things are done. The
intelligent environment gives employees clarity about what is
the number one thing they could be doing right now to
improve overall company performance and the information to
determine how to approach it. By shortening reaction time to
disruptions and bottlenecks, and by focusing on the true driver
of sustained growth—improved flow – they can exceed
customer expectations. World-class effectiveness in the service
of the customer order (and becoming more productive when
looking for ways to meet customer needs in advance by
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continuously improving) is how manufacturers unleash
growth in a synchronised environment.

Reactive vs proactive: predictive analysis
A reactive environment is replaced with proactive
thinking when technology enables industrial predictive
analytics, the gathering of information from data and using
it to predict trends and behaviour patterns. When data links
all of the moving parts in a manufacturing process, it can be
used to create predictive intelligence to prevent flow
disruptions and bottlenecks from occurring before they
impact production.
For example, process engineers in such environments are
now using predictive analysis triggered by machine-level
‘warning states’ to do preventative maintenance and repairs
before the line goes down and compromises throughput.
What’s more, they can identify the metrics for demanddriven success with more confidence and direct these new
activities with more visibility. The entire organisation can
align behind these metrics and experience a transformation
in the way they work. This improvement in process
effectiveness allows real-time demand-driven flow.

C O V E R S TO R Y

Demand-driven metrics
The demand-driven factory performs to flow-based
metrics that are (ideally) visible to everyone on a shared
technology platform in a connected enterprise. Production
leaders predict and plan using three primary demanddriven metrics from Dr Eliyahu Goldratt’s seminal book,
The Goal, to ensure that their goals - to make money now
and in the future - are met:
1. Throughput: Throughput is calculated as the selling
price of the product minus totally variable costs per unit.
2. Investment (I) (inventory): All the money currently tied
up in the system, which the company intends to sell. As
used in TOC, investment refers to the equipment,
fixtures, buildings, etc that the system owns as well as
inventory in the forms of raw materials, work-in-process
and finished goods.
3. Operating expense (OE): All the money the organisation
spends in turning investment into throughput.
There is also a critical change in mindset from traditional,
unit-costing measures utilised today to measure local
efficiencies to global effectiveness.
While data silos are still commonplace, those
Advt
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The graphic shows the convergence of
manufacturing and technology, which is defined
as the demand-driven factory of the future

manufacturers who are synchronising systems have more
comprehensive, actionable knowledge about their
production cycle. They gain transparency in managing
customer orders, expenses and investment across the
enterprise and drive for continuous improvement—
improvement that leads directly to profitability and a
competitive advantage.

Real world results
Wenger® Manufacturing, who now uses a synchronised,
demand-driven production planning, scheduling and
execution platform that connects to their ERP system,
• Increased on-time delivery from 40% to 95%+;
• Experienced a WIP reduction of 15% in the first few
months, and;
• Reduced stock outs of stocked parts by 25%
This capital equipment manufacturer for extrusion
processing applications returned to profitability for the first
time in three years by gaining visibility to their flow and acting
on these signals to meet customer demand. They also achieved
the ‘grand prize’ of sustainable manufacturing success—user
buy-in: “Organisations that can centralise and consolidate
their systems are more equipped to unlock the value of their
data and, as a result, get buy-in from their users. When
approached effectively, manufacturing data can help
companies grow and support the vision for a more
knowledgeable, effective organisation.”
Another manufacturer used their improved connectivity
to achieve record capacity and improve customer lead time
from three weeks to five days. New manufacturing software
delivered clarity about constraints to improve flow. The
connectivity that drove those changes on the floor also helped
them accelerate throughput and improve delivery time. They
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achieved additional workforce utilisation as well, effectively
creating new ways for their employees to contribute to positive,
profitable change and continuous improvement.

Demand-driven factory
Demand-driven manufacturers succeed when they use
technology to gain capacity and solve customers’ most pressing
business issues. With clear objectives monitored by KPIs,
everyone - from managers to shop floor personnel - becomes
empowered to improve not only their individual performance,
but the entire plant. After gaining real-time visibility into what
is actually happening out on the floor and the extended supply
chain, they know which metrics lead to improving these
objectives–and can act on them. In many cases, their
compensation also becomes tied to these objectives.
This level of Manufacturing Intelligence (MI) is the driver
to enhancing value. As Aberdeen Research reported in January
2014, ‘manufacturers that effectively harness their MI achieve
meaningful results.’ They used four key performance criteria
to distinguish the best-in-class (top 20% of aggregate
performers) from all others (bottom 80%). The best-in- class
achieved the following performance metrics:
• 96% successful new product introduction, versus 82% for
all others
• +26% increase in operating margin, versus corporate plan,
versus +6% for all others
• 94% Operating Equipment Efficiency (OEE), versus 81%
for all others
• 99% on-time complete shipping, versus 90% for all others
In today’s complex manufacturing environments, the physical
processes of manufacturing encompass so many moving parts
that only digitising their respective components will yield
demand-driven results. ☐
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MANAGEMENT | INTERVIEW

“Encouraging
production of
aerospace grade raw
material in India”
…says S M Vaidya, Executive Vice President
& Business Head, Godrej Aerospace, Godrej &
Boyce Mfg Co Ltd, in an interaction with Megha
Roy. While discussing the challenges faced
across the aerospace sector today, he touches
upon the initiatives taken by the company to
meet the global standards. Excerpts…
Over the last decade, there has been a remarkable growth in
the civil and defence aerospace fields, and today, the aerospace
sector has become a major potential area for manufacturing
activities in India. How do you look at the progress in this
area, considering the ‘Make in India’ initiative?
The government’s ‘Make in India’ initiative, as far as the
aerospace and defence sectors are concerned, has certainly
gathered momentum with the defence offsets, and Indian
companies having proved themselves as trusted partners in
civil aviation for quality and delivery.
Some of the challenges constraining the growth of
Indian aerospace industry include lack of raw materials
being manufactured in India, which meet global aerospace
standards, non-availability of requisite
machines and
tooling, as well as absence of certification bodies, agencies
for aerospace of international standards, etc. Therefore,
currently the projects available to Indian manufacturers
are low on technology and most of them are for structural
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assemblies and parts. This is a good start and larger volumes
will be essential for getting the return on investment.
Many initiatives have also been announced to encourage
the production of aerospace grade raw material in India,
simplifying the procedure for their approval and encouraging
the machine tool industry to produce the state-of-the-art
machines. However, the concern continues for the availability
of standards, specifications and inspection authorities.
Godrej has invested substantially in developing its aerospace
expertise and has also been working with ISRO, DRDO,
BrahMos, etc. Can you brief us on the current activities
of Godrej Aerospace in the areas of building engines,
providing maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO)
services, and supplying replaceable components known as
line-replaceable units (LRUs)?
Today, Godrej Aerospace has three separate manufacturing
facilities, for defence, domestic space programme and civil
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“As far as global standing of
India in the aerospace sector
manufacturing is concerned, it
is not even 2% and a lot needs
to be done in every area”
S M Vaidya

aviation - with rubber & composites processing being the
latest addition to our current capabilities. All these three
units are almost independent of each other and have fullyintegrated manufacturing facilities to serve respective areas.
In Civil aviation, our focus is on aircraft engine, smaller
structural assemblies and Line Replaceable Unit (LRU) like
valve, regulators, actuators & pumps. Substantial progress
has been made with global primes and we have just made
a beginning of our contribution in the area of rubber and
composite. Some LRU parts will have future opportunities
for repair and overhaul.
These days, there are many newer materials/alloys used
across industrial verticals, particularly aerospace for lightweight applications. Can you highlight such materials or
applications developed on this front by Godrej Aerospace?
Our company is involved in developing newer light weight
alloys, both metallic as well as non-metallic. We have
launched a number of projects to understand these alloys for
manufacturing technology in machining, metal joining, metal
forming, heat treatment and specialised chemical process.
What measures and regulative norms have been undertaken
by your company to meet the global quality & technology
standards? Can you brief us on some of them?
As far as the global quality requirements are concerned,
Godrej Aerospace has already obtained all the necessary
certifications from authorities for AS9100, Nadcap and many
customer specific approvals on most of the programs. We have
achieved merit status on our special processing demonstrating
maturity with these standards. Signing long-term contracts
and winning repeat orders from global primes is a proof of
customers’ trust in the capabilities of Godrej Aerospace.
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On the technology front, Godrej Aerospace has developed
more than two dozen technologies in manufacturing for
unique applications. Today, we are focussing on developing
technology for forming of high temperature alloys like
inconel, titanium and specialised steel.
What is the current size of the aircraft maintenance market
in India? How is the potential in the coming years?
The current size of the aircraft maintenance is about US $
500+ million and is likely to double in the next few years.
Can you brief us on the technology/solutions from Godrej
Aerospace for the Mangalyaan Mission? What are the future
project plans?
Godrej Aerospace participated in all three systems of
Mangalyaan mission – liquid engine for launch vehicle,
thruster and mould for antenna reflector on the Mangalyaan
itself and ground-based communication system for two-way
communication from ground to Mangalyaan and back.
Lastly, according to you, where do you see India standing
today amidst the global market in the aerospace sector?
As far as global standing of India in the aerospace sector
manufacturing is concerned, it is not even 2% and a lot needs
to be done in every area, right from conceptualisation, design,
project management, setting up qualification facilities,
prototyping, manufacturing every detailed part to sub-systems
and final product. Subsequently, the focus shall be on its upgrades,
modification to suit future requirement, project management
capabilities, risk mitigation plan, overcoming bureaucratic
decision-making process, financial liberty and autonomy to R&D
labs. In addition, another important area is the public-private
partnership & the competition from private industries to PSUs. ☐
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Science of burr-free laser cutting
In order to achieve a burr-free cut, it is necessary to know about the laser cutting processes
in which assist gas and workpiece adjusted to create the perfect cut edges. The article details
the process of laser cutting beam parameters to be considered, while revealing the secret of
burr-free laser cutting.
The metal sheets of cut parts are off-loaded by an operator.
Thereafter, cut pieces are picked up out of the nest to divulge
clean edges and the sheets are ready for the next operation.
Isn’t it looking ideal? Quite true, but, burrs will remain. Such
defects remain, its intensity may vary from minor to major,
but an operator can reduce or avoid such burrs by adjusting
the cutting parameters correctly. To discover perfect settings,
operators have to know about the laser cutting processes in
which assist gas and workpiece adjusted to create the perfect
cut edges.
It is like revealing the secret of burr-free laser cutting. But
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is there any big secret behind it? No, of course not. Instead of
that, there are strategies that revolve around one single
component of laser cutting. This element is under the control
of the operator and these elements stand for gas flow
dynamics and its assistance through the kerf.

Understanding which parameter to change
Generally, the modern machine controls the laser beam
elements like the beam profile and beam power (at the
maximum). The beam focus that is used should consist of a
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particular grade, standards, and thickness based on optical
focus. In order to match the true focus position on the
workpiece for each lens, modern systems, automated machine
and technicians usually check the ample number of
parameters that includes beam delivery system, beam
alignment, centering the nozzle, and precisely focusing the
position and calibrating the nozzle. Under some
circumstances, overflushing can occur, if focus spot is set too
high in the cut and it can leave spiky dross, while too low cut
can reduce the cutting speed, leaving beads.
Remaining parameters consist of gas pressure,
commanded laser power-frequency duty, nozzle standoff,
and cutting frequency. In modern systems, maximum
parameters are automated which includes altering the nozzle
to a larger or smaller diameter. It simply means that gas
pressure, focus position and cutting speed are adjusted by the
operator standing by the machine plant. It so happens that
some of them may do whatever they find necessary to
complete the job, and forget to adjust the parameters in the
right direction.
If an operator observes a burr on the bottom of the
stainless steel part, then firstly, the operator would slow

down the cutting speed of the laser beam. This reaction is
justified because in his perception cutting speed is too high
and a problem arises from it. But after slowing down the gas
pressure, the operator generally finds a bigger burr. So, here
the creation of a burr depends on how the beam, gas, and
material interact.

How are burrs formed?
To start with the basics, the intense energy emerged out of
laser beam brings the metal above its melting point and
thereby metal exceeds the melting temperature. During this
process, a strong action of the assist gas removes the metal
from the kerf. While using nitrogen, which is an inert gas,
the cutting procedure totally depends on the beam’s energy
to melt the metal. But when oxygen assist gas is used to cut
the carbon steel, it seems that hot metal interacts with oxygen
gas which creates an exothermic reaction and adds heat.
In both the cases, burrs are created due to molten metal
which solidifies before it can be removed. That solid
material becomes tougher at the bottom of the kerf, forming
a burr.
Advt
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The first cutting parameter that should be considered is to minimise the nozzle diameter

Dynamics of the gas
Particularly, when it is concerned with nitrogen assist gas,
the operator should ideally alter the efficiency, quality, and cost,
respectively. Nitrogen assist gas can reach up to 35 to 50 per cent
of the variable costs, so it is important to control the consumption
of the gas while laser cutting. Hence, the first cutting parameter
that should be considered is to minimise the nozzle diameter. It
means you have to select the smallest nozzle diameter in order
to achieve the desired quality of performance.
It should be noted that when it comes to assist gas flow, nozzle
size and diameter, it makes a big difference. If the nozzle diameter
is increased by a factor of 2, the flow rate of the gas will increase
by a factor of 4. When you decide the smallest nozzle diameter
size then you can easily determine the minimum pressure
required to get a good quality of laser cutting with no burrs.
Further, you can proportionally increase your flow rate with good
molten-metal separation without going too high on pressure.

Slower doesn’t mean better
The ‘smaller and lower’ logic for nozzle diameter and gas
pressure doesn’t apply to cutting speed. Hence, when operator
slows the cutting speed, you end up injecting more heat than
required in the kerf. Along with this, temperature also rises
and causes vaporisation that disturbs the gas flow. As a result,
this disturbance creates more burrs and the operator makes
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the quality worse instead of making it better.
But, the operator can actually save the material from
burrs by precisely increasing the cutting speed. This increase
in speed would minimise the heat and the ablation while
restoring the gas flow dynamics to its appropriate state.

Oxygen cutting considerations
While shifting to oxygen cutting, the exothermic reaction
should be accurately considered. Because oxygen-cutting
carbon steel benefits from higher oxygen gas purity levels. It
has been proven many times that, with both CO2 and fibre
lasers, increasing oxygen global purity to 99.95% or above,
you can increase the cutting speed in production significantly,
sometimes between 30 and 40%.

Logical Science
It is necessary to check entire parameters set for achieving
clean cut edge and avoid burrs in the metal sheet. It highly
relies on the gas dynamic and the laser beam parameters.
Hence, burr-free laser cutting is all about making sure
that the beam parameters and gas dynamics work
proportionally together to assure that the correct amount of
molten metal evacuates from the kerf and the assist gas work
simultaneously. ☐
Courtesy: Sahajanand Laser Technology Ltd
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India—at the cusp of
manufacturing revolution?
The article discusses the recent trends in simulation
technology that provides engineers to collaborate on
design environment and simultaneously optimise design
capabilities with new simulation applications
These are exciting times for India. We are slowly coming to
a realisation that soft power alone will not sustain the
competitive advantage, which has been ours for the past two
decades, as other countries catch on. Further, the number of
people entering the workforce is growing steadily, thereby,
creating a pressing need for employment. These two major
needs have rekindled the dream of becoming a manufacturing
hub for the world.
India may have a unique opportunity to carve its own
path towards indigenisation. This opportunity is afforded
by the fact that we are at a juncture in human history that
has no precedent.
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Technological innovations
Communications technology has made information
available with unimaginable ease, and at a hitherto
unimaginable pace. This means that we can potentially access
knowledge on cutting-edge technological innovations at the
same time as developed economies. In fact, it would be safe to
say that the only thing keeping us from groundbreaking
progress is the human tendency to resist change and our
‘chalta hai’ attitude.
Let’s take a recent example of a major Indian tool
manufacturer who shows us what’s possible. The company
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wanted to improve the precision of its tool turrets. Despite the
fact that its engineers had no prior knowledge or expertise in
this area, the company was able to build its own control
circuits, initially by relying on resources available online,
eventually completing it under the guidance of some Japanese
consultants. The advantage of using such a process for design
and manufacturing is that it can allow us to potentially leapfrog
the steps taken by other countries in the past (because they did
not have this opportunity) and come up to speed faster.
The first step to manufacturing competitiveness is having
locally available design capabilities. Historically, this capability
was present solely in industrial powerhouses for obvious
reasons. First, design is traditionally an extremely resourceintensive process. One needs skilled manpower, sophisticated
tools and enough time to experiment. This makes research and
development an expensive affair, putting smaller players at a
significant disadvantage. These companies can afford neither
the resources nor the tools, and therefore, are often held
hostage to patented technology from larger companies, thus,
reducing margins.

Adoption of simulation apps
Access to the latest knowledge as well as greater availability
of user-friendly simulation tools is set to impact the design
process. The adoption of simulation apps makes the workflow
streamlined and inclusive. Design teams can reach the optimal
solution faster by providing other departments with apps to
let
them
experiment
with
parameters
affecting
manufacturability and aesthetics, for example. With
simulation apps, you do not have to be an expert in numerical
simulation to suggest design iteration based on high-fidelity
multiphysics simulation results.
The recent trend is of democratisation of simulation efforts
by providing engineers from various fields with the software
tools to collaborate and simultaneously optimise a design based
on geometrical dimensions, material properties and external
conditions, while including all relevant physics in the mix.
Setting up a computer model and simulation for a specific task
requires well-educated and highly trained experts—numerical
analysts, physicists, application area experts and more. These
Advt
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The Corrugated Circular Horn Antenna app is one of 20
demo apps included in the application library, available
for inspection and editing

experts need to be trained in using the simulation software at
hand. This is a very small group of professionals. Much smaller
than the group of people who could and should take advantage
of simulation tools. Democratisation will speed up product and
process evolution.
The Application Builder from COMSOL is a great example
of this trend. Using the application builder, specialists can build
easy-to-use engineering applications, which can be used by
design engineers on the floor, without the need to know or
access simulation software. Tools such as this help reduce the
time-to-market, as they can be used by anyone in the company—
be it a design engineer, a quality control engineer or a
manufacturing engineer. This helps reduce reliance on
prototyping or on expensive consultants to verify designs.
Consequently, it helps to speed innovation.
The adoption of simulation apps makes the workflow
streamlined and inclusive. Design teams can reach the optimal
solution faster by providing other departments with apps to let
them experiment with parameters affecting manufacturability
and aesthetics, for example. With simulation apps, you do not
have to be an expert in numerical simulation to suggest a
design iteration based on high-fidelity multiphysics simulation
results. When developing apps, you have complete freedom to
customise every aspect of the underlying physics and produce
a clean, intuitive user interface free of the clutter often
encountered with other tools.
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As a simulation expert, one can create the simulations needed
with COMSOL Multiphysics and transform these into apps with
the Application Builder. Before others can take advantage of the
application, they will need access to it. This is where COMSOL
Server™ comes into play. It provides the platform for deploying
applications created by simulation experts to your design teams,
manufacturing departments, test laboratories, and customers and
clients throughout the world.
I recently came across an interesting case of how a software
application has radically changed the process of designing
chairs in Europe. European norms are known to be stringent,
and chairs are no exception. Conforming to these norms is a
challenge for some smaller manufacturers. Continuum Blue
designed an application which can be used by any chair
manufacturer (without the need to set up their own complex
problems) to test their designs, ensure they conform to norms
and also perform fatigue testing. The implication of using such
technologies is quite clear—design indigenisation can be
achieved faster, innovation is sped up and costs reduced.
This trend provides a great opportunity for Indian
manufacturers to speed up the process of new product
development as well as process optimisation without investing
in expensive technologies and resources. However, we need to
move fast and get our act together. More than any technical
limitation, the biggest challenge will be India’s immense
tolerance for mediocrity. ☐
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GETTING
THE JOB DONE.
TOGETHER

Dormer and Pramet have joined forces. Together, we oﬀer
a comprehensive range of indexable and rotary cutting
tools. Our real oﬀer, though, is about much more.
Yes, our products are consistently high quality, easily
available and come with the advice and guidance you

www.dormerpramet.com

have the right to expect. But we also believe in taking
time to build a clear understanding of your business
needs. This not only ensures we give you exactly
the support you need, but helps build trust – the
foundation for all true partnerships. That’s how we get
the job done. Simply Reliable.
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Grinding precision parts
An application story on the usage of latest CNC grinding technology by a precision grinder to
achieve strict customer requirements in processing critical parts on varying production volumes.
Form Grind Corporation, located in Rancho Santa
Margarita, California, USA employs precision grinders,
innovative processes and experienced staff to process critical
parts for customers that include energy-products makers,
major aerospace OEMs and NASA. By using the latest CNC
grinding technology integrated with engineering, tooling and
quality assurance, the company can efficiently take on varying
production volumes, while maintaining strict customer
requirements. In fact, NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Centre
recognised Form Grind for its advanced engineering role in the
Cassini mission to Saturn and Maven mission to Mars.
Form Grind can grind any shape or profile generated along a
surface. Specific parts include turbine blades for aerospace
engines, auxiliary power generators and locomotive turbo
chargers. For NASA, it profile grinds extremely precise titanium
hyperbolic quadrupoles used in space vehicles’ mass
spectrometers. The instruments analyse planetary atmospheres,
a key task in the Cassini and Maven missions. Established in
1978, Form Grind started out in a leased 4,000 sq ft manufacturing
space with two manual crush form grinders. Today, the company
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is a 42,420 sq ft operation with ISO 9001:2008 certification,
including the AS9100 standard set forth by the aerospace
industry to satisfy DOD, NASA and FAA quality requirements.
Among its keys to success, Form Grind relies on the
precision output of more than 20 MÄGERLE surface and
profile grinders from United Grinding and a wide array of
support equipment. The company also takes pride in its
advanced creep-feed grinding operations, which involves
removing large amounts of stock on any material in a single
pass, with higher precision and better surface finishes than
conventional methods.

CNC technology
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Form Grind produces turbine blades with tight tolerances
and rigid specifications, ranging in size from a few inches to
over two feet long. For example, some blades must meet weight
tolerances reaching three decimals in grams in addition to
strict dimensional requirements. Because turbine engine
manufacturers continually raise the operating temperatures of
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their products to reduce emissions and increase efficiency, the
blades often feature complex contours and internal coring
engineered to manage heat. The acute contours and coring
increase the challenges of grinding and fixturing the blades.
Form Grind fills a mid-range production niche. Gary
Treichler, Vice President & General Manager, Form Grind
said, “Although some blade programs are as large as 100,000
pieces yearly, at the end of the day we are a job shop. Most of
our runs are 500 to 1,000 blades at a time.”
CNC technology enables the shop to efficiently handle
varying volumes. While the shop’s first manual machines
required constant skilled attention, today’s CNC equipment
permits setting up multiple machines that can be tended by one
operator after production runs begin.
“We don’t do strictly untended operation, but certainly
there are jobs where cycle times may be 10 or 15 minutes and
an operator can load and watch multiple machines,” said
Treichler. “The CNC equipment basically allows us to work
smarter. We’ve had around 50 employees for the last 10 years,
and with additional MÄGERLE grinders, we have doubled our
output over that decade with the same workforce.”
Quick job turnover is crucial for Form Grind. The company
may set up a job in a day, run it for two to five days, then take

it off the machine to make room for the next job. Some jobs
repeat on a monthly, quarterly, yearly or even longer basis.

Tooling fabrication
Form Grind’s responsiveness and flexibility is due in part to
the in-house design and fabrication of its workholding tooling.
“We are able to maximise efficiency by loading many parts into
holding fixtures. We want to maximize efficiency where we get
as many parts as close together as possible to get the best bang
for the buck,” added Treichler.
For smaller blades in 1” to 3” sizes, the shop uses guillotinetype six point nest fixtures that hold 20 blades for an operation.
The fixturing is engineered to position the parts so the wheel is
not grinding air and operating at shallow depths of cut,
maximizing wheel usage.
When two sets of multi-piece fixturing are built for a job, one
is always on the machine and the grinder can run continuously.
Treichler pointed out that continuous, accurate output is largely
dependent on grinding machine capabilities, and noted that the
MÄGERLE machines, some with 20” diameter wheels and 100hp, water-cooled AC spindle drives, run 20 hours a day, six days
a week. “To compete in a global environment you must have a
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Form Grind produces turbine blades with tight tolerances
and rigid specifications, ranging in size from a few
inches to over two feet long

really strong piece of equipment that can continuously grind
parts,” he said. He added that the grinders’ rigidity and strength
also come into play when grinding the tough nickel-base alloys
that comprise most gas turbine blades.
The complexity and permanence of Form Grind’s customfabricated tooling depends on job requirements. Typically, a
blade-grinding program of 100,000 blades a year will employ
elaborate, high-capacity tooling. Initial tooling costs will be
significant, but will be more than recovered over the highvolume run. A blade program that has 500 to 1,000 pieces per
year, on the other hand, may use fixtures that hold six to 10
parts as opposed to 20 at a time, and tooling costs will better
match the program’s return.

Process strategies
Depending on factors such as blade size, workpiece material,
and tolerance requirements, Form Grind establishes different
grinding processes for different blades. “For some larger blades we
might want to creep feed grind and reduce the reciprocation at the
end of the process,” Treichler said. “For other blades we may do
some creep feed passes and then some reciprocating and final
dressing at the very end. There is some tribal knowledge, or black
magic if you will, in the art and science of grinding.”
Form Grind begins process planning with a team that includes
marketing, tool designers, toolmakers and production managers.
“We try to see what makes the most sense in terms of the best way
to break down a process,” said Treichler. “We will at times break
up the operations to where we use certain machines for the fir tree
operation then we’ll do another feature in a separate operation.
There is no real clear-cut best way to do things. When you start a
job, you have to be pragmatic and look at what the goal is, what
the volume is and what it potentially could be, and how elaborate
your tooling should be to maximize efficiency. It is all about easing
cycle time out of the process and achieving the most output.”
Shorter cycle times, however, must be achieved while
maintaining process security. Intricate casting processes and new
workpiece materials have pushed up the cost of rough blade
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castings, with some valued at $1,000 or more. As a result, much
effort goes into establishing and verifying a reliable process. “It is
important to have an open structure grinding wheel and speeds,
feeds and coolant locations set so that you are removing the
material as fast as possible, but also without burning or cracking
parts,” he added. “We are very proud that we have less than one
tenth of one percent of scrap; OEMs tell us that that when they
ship us a set of 100 blade castings, we will send 100 blades back.”
Blade dimensions are verified through dual inspection
methods. Treichler said Form Grind always submits the parts it
grinds to two methods of inspection: “We check first articles in
the inspection room where we have a CMM and a 30” optical
comparator, then we empower the operators to perform inprocess inspection.” At each of the more than 25 different
grinders on the shop floor, there is a surface plate where the
operator can use hard tooling and different types of go / no go
and plug gages that verify certain part features.
For final inspection, the CMM holds parts in a free state to
check and verify the six point nest dimensional features on the
blade. Such overall verification is not possible in-process when
a part moves from machine to machine for different operations.
“Turbine blades tend to have 100 percent in-process inspection,
and in final inspection we do a statistical process sampling,”
Treichler said.

The future of grinding
Treichler is a firm believer in the key role of grinding in the
production of precision parts, especially of gas turbine
components. “A company tries to mill a feature then sends the
part out to heat treat and gets distortion. Then they try to fix those
distortions,” he said. “Milling can be consistent and accurate, but
for features such as fir trees with 0.002” tolerances, the speed and
capability of the diamond dresser to dress all those points on a
conventional wheel and grind them all at once offers a clear
advantage. The beauty with creep feed grinding or profile grinding
is that you can grind hardened materials directly to size.” ☐
Courtesy: United Grinding
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Driving innovation in advanced materials
An application story on the usage of advanced material technologies by a rotating blades
manufacturer in the design and testing of ceramic inner cores to achieve high precision
When a global manufacturer of gas
path components needed to increase
production without compromising on
product performance, little did it know
it was about to form an industry
partnership that would still be delivering
benefits over 20 years later.
AETC Ltd, a part of PCC Airfoils
LLC, is a major manufacturer of rotating
blades and stationary nozzle guide vanes
for the aerospace and gas turbine
industries. These blades must operate at
very high rotating speeds and
temperatures, while the vanes have to
direct the steam propelled by the
rotating blades to the next turbine stage
with optimum efficiency. As a result,
both blades and vanes must be resistant
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to oxidation, corrosion and wear,
providing longevity during operation.
Key to effectiveness of these products is
the stability of the inner cores, which
determine the inner shape and geometry
of the turbine components.

Challenges in casting process
In order to be effective, these cores
must be developed using a material
which can perform well in extremely
challenging casting conditions, and
rigorously tested to ensure they meet
demanding tolerances. There can be
very little room for error throughout the
overall blade manufacturing process.
Not only must very high tolerances be

reached, but manufacturers also must
overcome challenges surrounding the
high price of nickel and titanium, which
are commonly used to manufacture the
components; a cost that is realised every
time a component must be reworked or
wasted, if tolerances are not met. First
time success is critical to AETC’s
manufacturing process, as engineering
work would be undone if the inner core
was not engineered to the highest levels
of precision prior to production.
It is for this reason that AETC turned
to Morgan Advanced Materials, a world
leader in the development and application
of advanced material technologies, for
expert support in the design and testing
of inner cores.
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Ensuring stability
Morgan turned to its proprietary
K120 material, a directionally solidified
single crystal material, which shows high
levels of stability at high temperatures.
This makes it ideal for use with alloys
requiring high-temperature pre-heats,
allowing for minimal interaction
between the core and the metal used in
the casting process. The low coefficient
of thermal expansion also ensures that
the core remains dimensionally stable
when the molten metal engulfs it during
the casting process. This stability of the
K120 at high temperatures is what allows
Morgan to manufacture ceramic inner
cores to the very high tolerances required
by AETC, to suit its individual designs.
For each new blade design, Morgan’s
dedicated team is required to design and
test prototype cores to demonstrate that
they are continuing to meet profile
tolerances as tight as +/-0.008 mm, prior
to manufacture. AETC is currently
manufacturing in excess of 30-40
different blade designs, each with their
own discrete core design. The Morgan
team works closely with the company to
ensure all the required new cores are
designed and manufactured on time for
AETC to begin the casting process. The
responsiveness and agility of Morgan is
instrumental in minimising disruption
to the casting process.

Robert Park, General Manager of
Morgan Advanced Materials’ Certech
business, added, “As a supplier to some of
the biggest names in global industry,
AETC cannot afford to miss a deadline
when it comes to delivering blades. Our
role is to ensure not only that they have the
cores they need, when they need them, but

that each core conforms to stringent
design parameters. The extension of the
relationship into additional projects which
has followed over the years, is confirmation
of our ability to deliver to the needs of our
customers in terms of speed, quality, and
consistency.” ☐
Courtesy: Morgan Advanced Materials
Advt

Taking forward the partnership
The consistent high performance
and dependability of Morgan’s inner
cores have facilitated a relationship
that has been going strong for the last
two decades, enabling AETC to
manufacture more reliable and high
performing blades and vanes, with
greater precision, and less waste
caused by reworked or failed cores. As
AETC continues to respond to demand
for its products, its relationship with
Morgan continues to flourish.
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Cutting tools

Tooling systems catalogue

BILTZ has developed an extensive range of specialised tools for roughing,
semi-finishing and finishing steps involved in the production of impellors and
turbine blades. Tools include torrus
cutters, tapered cutters, tapered
ball nose cutters and tapered torus
cutters, including oval faced form
cutters. Torrus cutters for the semifinishing and finishing of turbine
blades feature 4 to 12 flutes with
unequal indexing to minimise
vibrations
while
machining.
Extensive tooling solutions
Designs include corner radius,
straight, 6°, and 8° taper angle
versions. Tapered ball nose cutters include special designs, which incorporates
2 flutes, 3 flutes, 4 flutes and 6 flutes with centre cutting edges that provides
extra tool stability and improved surface finish of turbine blades. Taper angles
range from 4° to 10°. Oval faced form cutters are exceptionally efficient
finishing tools. The oval form simulates the attributes of ball nose end mills
having a diameter range of 100-200 mm. This allows for double the axial cut
vs a standard ball nose end mills, resulting in a superior surface finish.

Dormer Pramet has launched a new tooling systems catalogue. The 350-page
publication details the company’s comprehensive range of tool holders, which
covers the most popular spindle taper
specifications. This includes DIN 69871, MAS
403 BT, DIN 2080, HSK-A, VDI and MORSE. The
easy-to-follow catalogue features simple
menus and icons to support navigation and
cross reference between different tooling
systems, adapters, spare parts and accessories.
Also, a technical section includes a wide variety
of helpful information, including user operating
instructions. All tooling system items are
provided under the Pramet brand. Hard copies
Tooling systems catalogue
of the catalogue, as well as a digital pdf, are
available and includes four languages – English,
Czech, Russian and Chinese. Dormer Pramet is the result of a merger in 2014
between rotary tooling manufacturer Dormer and indexable specialist Pramet.
The strengths of each company were combined to create a single platform,
providing customers with access to a wide range of high quality, fit-forpurpose products, including hole-making, milling, turning and threading tools.

BILTZ Cutting Tools | Pune

Dormer Pramet | Gurgaon
Email: info.in@dormerpramet.com | Tel: +91-124-470-3825

Email: biltz@vsnl.net | Tel: +91-888-886-1088

Infrared thermometer

CNC lathe

Extech Instruments, a FLIR Company offers IR267 Mini InfraRed Thermometer
with high-temperature Type K input. The thermometer comes with built-in
laser pointer to identify target area and improve aim. It is equipped with
adjustable emissivity for better accuracy when measuring temperature on
different surface materials. It measures
temperature ranging between -50°C to
600°C. Type K input allows for high
temperature measurements up to 1832°F
(1000°C). Its built-in temperature sensor
also measures ambient (air) temperature.
Its adjustable emissivity feature allows
for a higher accuracy when measuring
temperature on various surfaces. It features
Extech IR267
12:1 distance to target ratio. Its
programmable high/low alarm alerts user
visually and audibly when temperature exceeds set limits. Its bright white
backlighting illuminates display for taking measurements at night or in areas
with low background light levels. It features ‘Automatic Data Hold’ when
trigger released. The IR267 Mini InfraRed Thermometer offers 1 year warranty.
FLIR Systems supplies and manufactures thermal imaging cameras, test and
measuring instruments, airflow meters, clamp meters, etc.

Gedee Weiler has introduced a unique CNC lathe—TRIAX 300 with Y-axis with
linear tooling ideally suited for mass production of large components upto
100 mm diameter using upto 8 tools. Unique combination of maximum number
of linear tools and customisation
of boring bar holders ensures high
productivity and flexibility for large
components. Best in class rigidity
with large size LM roller guides
and a large span for Z-axis and
stepped construction for Y-axis
render the machine highly suitable
for heavy machining. Y-axis
TRIAX 300
facilitates accurate setting of
centre height and ensures
extended tool life, especially for hard turning with CBN tools. A wide range of
spindle sizes (A2-4, A2-5 and A2-5 LB) and spindle power (3.75 KW / 5.5 KW)
are available to suit varied needs of customers. This machine can be equipped
with a hydraulic tail stock to facilitate machining of shaft component between
centres. The model TRIAX 300MT is a multi-function CNC machine with Y-axis
with two radial live tools, which facilitates turning, drilling, tapping / boring /
reaming / slot milling in one chucking.

FLIR Systems | New Delhi
Email: flirindia@flir.com.hk | Tel: +91-11-4560-3555
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Modular energy chain system

Centreless superfinishing

igus offers a space-saving and cost-effective solution for vertical
applications with the standard zigzag energy chain module. The zigzag
module can be individually configured, thanks to the e-chain's modular
design and delivered quickly. This offers solutions for guiding energy and
data in the theatre, lighting and
storage industries as well as in
hydraulic work platforms. The
intelligent design of the zigzag
movement allows a silent vertical
movement unlike rope retraction
systems in comparable applications.
On the energy chain, a moving end
plate is fitted with double strain
relief for the cables. The zigzag Zigzag modules
design is possible with almost all
energy chains of the series E2 and E4, but the E4 series offers advantages
in installation and filling, because it can be opened on both sides. The
standard box is an ideal means of transport for a preassembled energy
chain. Thus, the module can be delivered as a complete readychain system
and thus can be quickly mounted as a ready-to-instal plug & play system
with e-chain, chainflex cables and connectors.

Grind Master has launched a new model CST600, using film backed abrasives
for centreless superfinishing of cylindrical components. Centreless
superfinishing is usually done with honing stones. Microfinishing films have
several key benefits over stones, such as faster
cycle times, user-friendliness, energy
efficiency, reliability and consistency of results.
The CST600 is launched with a tooled up
solution for cylindrical pin type parts, such as
crank pins, gudgeon pins etc. The technology
will be further upgraded over the next few
months to also process automotive suspension
components and bearing rollers. Bearing
superfinishing is a very high precision
application. With the strong background in CST600
NANOFINISH, the company is confident to make
an impact in this segment. The machine has several advanced features, such
as modularity, automatic size adjustment and automation for load/unload. The
company is a global technology leader in NANOFINISH range of products for
between centre microfinishing and superfinishing with over 400 solutions
delivered. The company is also specialised in providing centreless belt grinding
and polishing machines.

igus (India) | Bengaluru
Email: Harish@igus.in | Tel: +91-80-49127809

Grind Master Machines | Aurangabad
Email: sales@grindmaster.co.in | Tel: +91-240-2374104
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Milling tools
Hoffmann Group has launched a new universal milling cutter for
high-performance steel cutting from the MasterSteel product range.
The GARANT MasterSteel PickPocket is designed for all milling
disciplines. The tool is suitable
for milling slots and pockets,
as well as for side milling.
However, its manoeuvrability for
ramping and helical milling
makes it particularly impressive.
This all-rounder even achieves
outstanding performance for GARANT MasterSteel PickPocket
drilling. It is, therefore, the ideal
tool for customers who are looking for a flexible solution for a wide range of
tasks with a single solid carbide mill. The new GARANT MasterSteel
PickPocket features innovative front cutter geometry with three cutting edges
and a drill tip recessed towards the milling shaft. The concept with three
cutting edges enables very large flutes in comparison with a classic fourcutter design, which is why swarf can be routed away better. This makes the
tool an excellent match for aggressive ramping and plunging. The crescent
shape of the end face makes the cutting edges particularly robust for plunging
and ramping.
Hoffmann Quality Tools India Pvt Ltd | Pune
Email: india@hoffmann-group.com | Tel: +91-20-67072399
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Machine tool spindles

Turning inserts

Kenturn has introduced built-in motor spindle model MVB1318A for use in CNC
machining centres. The manufacturing spindle can fulfill the coolant of axis. It
could also inhibit heat and assist thermal
deformation by using the German’s
original OTT HSK-A63 drawbar system.
Besides, the oil-air lubricating bearings
can withstand long-term cutting
operations. The motor power of the
spindle is up to 25 KW, while speed
reaches 18000 RPM. By using dual drive
MVB1318A
chunk, the spindles can be used in
vertical machining centres and medium
gantry machines. The company offers a wide range of high quality and high
precision machine tool spindles for use with many different types of CNC
machining centres. The spindles feature high efficiency, low noise, low
vibration, and high precision operation. The company continued to progress by
providing added value spindles, including direct drive and precision built-in
spindles. It manages machine tool spindle quality via strict testing and
implementation of efficient fabrication processes. Specialists execute testing
measures to guarantee spindle components meet quality standards.

Mitsubishi Materials has extended its renowned MC5000 series of turning
inserts for cast iron with the launch of several new geometries for the
MC5005 and MC5015 CVD coated grades.
MC5005 introduces an innovative new ultrathick Al2O3 layer that is twice the thickness
of conventional coatings. This combines
with a TiCN nano-texture layer that is bound
by Mitsubishi’s patented ‘Tough Grip
Technology’ to outperform conventional
Turning inserts
carbide and ceramic grades, when
conducting continuous cutting of grey cast
iron. This ultra-thick layer prevents the coating from peeling and eliminates
edge chipping that is a common occurrence with competitor grades.
Complementing MC5005, the MC5015 series is composed of the same
substrate and coating layer technology as the MC5005, but has been
developed for interrupted machining applications. With a thicker TiCN layer
than MC5005, the MC5015 series has an ideal distribution of hardness and
toughness that provides extreme plastic deformation resistance nearer the
surface whilst delivering overall toughness to prevent insert breakage under
heavy loads during interrupted machining.

Kenturn Nano Tec Co Ltd | Taiwan

MMC Hardmetal India | Pune
Email: mayur.kulkarni@mmci.co.in | Tel: +91-20-6520-8430

Email: cnc-spindle@kenturn.com.tw | Tel: +886-4-7910271

Modular clamping system

Parting-off blades

SCHUNK has developed a new modular system for direct workpiece clamping.
In the production of single parts and small batches, this system can become
an important piece in the puzzle for more productivity and cost effectiveness.
Modular clamping columns enable direct
clamping of moulding plates, free-form parts
and other workpieces on the machine table
within seconds, without additional clamping
devices and, therefore, without interfering
contours. The clamping pillars guarantee
collision-free processes, a defined clamping
situation, and a reliable simulation of the
machining. In addition, changes in the
workpiece can be implemented quickly due
to the high precision of this clamping solution.
The modular system consists of VERO-S WDB
base modules for the machine table, VERO-S
VERO-S modular system
WDN clamping modules (ø 99 mm), and freely
combinable VERO-S WDS stacking modules.
The latter has a standardised height of 30 mm and 50 mm, to allow fine
graduations of 10 mm in the height of the clamping columns starting at a
height of 80 mm, without the need for special solutions.

Seco Tools has extended the line of 150.10 JETI family of parting-off
blades and square-shank blocks with a new VDI block design. Adapters
directly hold the 150.10-JETI parting-off blades onto the VDI turret and
offer streamlined delivery of
high-pressure coolant to the
cutting zone without the use of
hoses. These blades and
adapters quickly and efficiently
remove heat during parting-off
operations, resulting in high
VDI blade adapters
levels of productivity and long,
predictable tool life. Coolant is
delivered internally to the adapter via the turret and then reaches the
cutting zone through the coolant holes in the blades. The fast, direct
transfer of coolant to the cutting edge is made possible by the company’s
advanced Jetstream Tooling® technology. The 150.10-JETI family safely
and effectively evacuates chips for better finished part quality and tool life.
Adjustable edge heights optimise positioning. The 150.10-JETI expansion
includes face mount adapters for VDI30, VDI40 and VDI50 turrets and star
mount adapters for VDI25, VDI30 and VDI40 turrets. The adapters hold 20
mm and 25 mm HSS parting-off blades.

SCHUNK Intec India | Bengaluru
Email: info@in.schunk.com | Tel: +91-80-4053899
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Seconds ahead
The best for your lead –
top technologies, precision machining centers and turnkey solutions for your success
Whether automotive, aerospace, engineering, medical or precision engineering –
the CHIRON precision machining centers shorten processing times, produce excellent
surfaces, and compress your manufacturing process into a small space; saving you up
to 75% on resources. Visit us and see for yourself how CHIRON machining centers
and automation solutions can maintain your lead!

Wide range of machining centers: from entry-level model to complete system

CHIRON India Machine Tools
Private Limited
#33, Naseer Affinity, 1st Floor
Miller Tank Bund Road, Kaveriappa Layout
Vasanth Nagar, Bangalore – 560 052
Phone: +91-80-4905 6490
Fax:
+91-80-4905 6450
rajesh.ghashi@chiron-india.com

www.chiron-india.com
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